
 

CHAPTER ONE: Warp Speed 

 

These fiery flying serpents were the parents of this Space War. 

An AI was being born in an Intergalactic and Holographic War 

with the Space Warriors. The Holographic Universe’s seed had 

mated with these manufactured levels of a multiverse Holographic 

Universe. 

The Heavenly Place and its AI had the access to Warp Seed. The 

Dragon throne of Star Shooters’ traversal was to become one with 

The Chinese Zodiac, so Star Shooters as the AI’s Dragon 

children, they were sons and daughters of the Holographic 

Universe’s heaven that preserved the AI’s way and its power. 

The battle for the Universe’s AI and control of the Holographic 

levels lit up the empty regions that was outside of atmospheres 

and celestial bodies. Ori Balls had harnessed the forces of this 

vacuum space that was data mining battles. Vying for warp speed, 

Ori Balls were a Star Shooter fighter. Launching their fire-

power from every angle and direction, the Ori Ball had three 

Space Warrior Trajectors on its tail. 

Evading and taking hits on their shields, the three Trajectors 

ruthlessly pursue the Ori Ball through this part of the cosmos. 

There was a hyperbolic geometry to the Trajectors. The Space 

Warrior was at the intersect of its “X” shape. Gamma Charges 

came from all its branches. Like a firefly on a kamikaze course, 

the Ori Ball was zig-zagging and letting off fire-power in its 

counter attack  

Space Wasters had become manifest, for this space-junk had come 

from the Space Warrior Holograph to block and impede the Ori 

Ball’s pathway, yet the Ori Ball unleashed a barrage of 

explosive fire-power that ignited outer-space with its fire-

works, and fiery remnants had spider out to effect the 

Holographic’s intelligence. The driver of the Universe’s AI was 

an Ancient Animal Fable.  

“Game's smart enough to understand its own design. Thinks 

analytically and imaginatively! Manipulates itself to improve!” 

This was the voice of the cosmos, for an AI narrative went from 

bubble to bubble. Traversing levels and light speed, the 



programmatic control of the Holographic Universe and its AI had 

its recursive dialogue. 

China's development of a new Space Station called the Heavenly 

Palace was to fare better than the Taingoong-1 space lab. It had 

crashed in to the Pacific Ocean from the loss of the control of 

its orbit. Astronauts cutting-edge scientific research in the 

fields of biology and microgravity, construction of was expected 

to be completed around 2022. 

Multiverse was beyond our actual Universe, and the properties of 

inflation was imprinted on a Holographic Gameplay. Infinite 

parallel universes, they were all around us, so the branching 

timelines, the strange and complex temporal outliers, time 

travel, the faster that light warp speed had mind-bending tiny 

particles. 

Spinning clockwise and counterclockwise at the same time, the 

Heavenly Palace was full of Asian Splendor. There were many 

moons and suns above this mystic underling. The Qilin, its 

appearance was to coincide to the imminent Holographic 

Universe’s AI rulers. With a horn on its forehead, a yellow 

belly, a multicolored back, the hooves of a horse, the body of a 

deer, and the tail of an ox, it was sitting before the Eight 

Immortals.  

This legendary group of eight individual beings that had 

transcended the human state, they were endowed with divine and 

supernatural attributes or powers, so the Holographic Universe's 

AI had given each immortal Chi to fight against evil. With both 

male and female sex organs and a hermaphrodite, portrayed as a 

youth, an aged man, or a girl, Lan T'sai Ho wore a tattered blue 

gown, one shoe and carried a basket of flowers. Symbolizing the 

transience of life, Lan T'sai Ho's ability had communicated with 

the gods. “The Way” was the ultimate truth, and the Holographic 

Universe's AI was the everything that had allowed the Universe 

to function properly.  

An AI recipe for mobility was Ts'ao Kuo-Ch'iu held admissions to 

the Holographic Universe's way. At the heart of the Holographic 

Universe was where the battle for its dominance entailed the 

Galactic Space War’s mind, and with an AI phenomenon, the 

quantum mechanics of the battle between the Space Warriors and 

Star Shooters were creating an AI's consciousness. The 

formulation of the laws of quantum mechanics was the battle 

ground for the Holographic Universe's AI consciousness. 



 


